
Coffee : its Etymology

Without going into the derivation of the Arabic word
qàhvàh itself, we may assume it to be fairly well esta
blished that the languages of Europe got the name of

the beverage about 1600 A. D., either directly from
the Arabic form qàhvàh or through the Turkish form
qàhcëh. But the various changes of spelling which the
word has undergone involve certain phonetic difficul
ties for which no adequate explanation seems hitherto
to have been offered. The question arises why there is
sometimes only onefor v and sometimes tvrof s, and
why in some cases the vowel is pronounced à or d,
and in others o.
The real explanation seems to depend on the follow

ing two facts : (a) Some languages, such as English,
Dutch and German, have strong syllabic accents, while
others as French have none, and (b) the surd aspirate
h is heard clearly in some languages but is hardly au

dible in others. In German, for example, it is strong,
in English not so strong, while in French there is no
h at all.

Let us now consider the application of these facts
to the word qàhvàh or qàhvëh in which the final h may
be left out of account.
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I. If the first syllable is not strongly accented, the h
naturally becomes imperceptible and the vowel may

become lengthened to à in pronunciation. Thus Hun

garian Kàvé, Bohemian Kdva, Polish Kâvva. French

café prefers surdy instead of sonant v, while Croatian
and Servian use both Kafa and Kava.
Roumanian cafeà, being accented on last syllable,

retains the short vowel â and has only one f (in place
of o).

II. If the first syllable of qâhvûh is strongly accen
ted, an attempt will be made to pronounce the letter
h and the tendency will be to replace the aspirate by
the nearest fricative. As h is a surd the fricative surdf
would be the most natural substitute. Thus we get

Kâfve or Kq/ice, and by assimilation Kdffe.
The first syllable is the most prominent, so it is the
h that first becomes,/, and then corw becomesyalso.
It is only in case II that the vowel a changes to o ;
for as the Arabic vowel â is absent in most European

languages, and the syllable bears a strong stress, o is

the nearest vowel equivalent.

So far we have considered the matter purely on ge

neral phonetic grounds. But the same inferences follow
from a study of the various forms in which the word

actually appears in European writings of the 16th. and

17th. centuries. We take the following extracts prin
cipally from Yule's « Hobson-Jobson ».

1573 A. D. « Among the rest they have a very good
drink by them called Chaube ». Rauwolff.

c. 1580 A. D. « Ex his seminibus turn Aegyptii turn
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Arabes parant decoctum vulgatissimum ;

illique ipsumvocant Caovan. Prosper Alpinus
ii. 36.

1598 A. D. « The Turkes hold almost the same
manner of drinking their ckaoua ». Paludanus.

1609 A. D. « A little village where thereis sold cohoo
and fruite ». John Jourdain.

1609 A. D. a The fyrst inventour for drynking of coffe
and therefore had in esteemation ». William
Revett.

c. 1610 A. D. « On en fait de deux autres sortes plus
délicates ; l'une est chaude, composée de l'eau

et de miel de cocos... et d'une autre graine

apellée cahoa ». Pyrard de Laval.
l;jl1 A. D. «Buy some coho pots and send me » Dan-

vers, Letters. «Coffaopots ». Ibid.
1615 A. D. « Buvendo de quando in quando a sorsi...

più d'uno scodellino di certa loro acqua nera,

che chiamano cahue ». P. delia Valle.
1615 A. D. « Cohu blake liquor ». Sir Thomas Roe.
1616 A. D. « They use a liquor more wholesome than

pleasant, they call cohu ». Terry.
c. 1628 A. D. « They drink in Persia above ail the rest

coho or copha ». Sir T. Herbert.
1631 A. D. « Caveah ». Jac. Bontius.
c. 1637 A. D. « He was the first I ever savv drink cof-
fee ». Evelyn's Diary.

1673 A. D. « After a dishof co/io or tea ». Fryer.
1673 A. D. « Cependant on l'apporta le cacé, le par-

fumet le sorbet ». Journal d'AntoineGalland.
1690 A. D. « For tea and cqffëen. Ovington.
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1726 A. D. « was nought else but co/fê-beans ». Va-
lentijn.

Let us now take the various forms of the word as they

appear in these extracts, and classify them according

to the nationality of the writer.

I. ENGLISH, DUTCH ETC.

John Jourdain (1609) coho
Wm Revett (1609) coffe
Danvers (1611) coho, coffao
Sir T. Roe (1615) cohu
Terry (1616) cohu

Sir T. Herbert (1628) coho, copha
Evelyn (1637) coffee
Fryer (1673) coho

Ovington (1690) coffee
Valentijn (1726) coffi

II. FRENCH, ITALIAN ETC.

Rauwolff (1573) chaube

Prosper Alpinus (1580) caoca

Paludanus (1598) chaoua

Pyrard de Laval (1610) cahoa

P. della Valle(1615) caliue
Jac. Bontius (1631) caveah

Journal d'Antoine Galland (1673) cacé

We thus observe that in English, Dutch etc., which
have strong syllabic stress, the forms are of a certain

distinct type in which 1) the vowel is o and 2) the ori

ginal h is replaced by,/i
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While in French, Italian etc., which have no such
stress, 1) the vowel is à or à, 2) the original h is dropped

and 3) the original v is retained or changed into/.
It may be stated therefore that the chief reason for
the existence of two distinct types of spelling is the

omission of h in unaccented languages and its conver

sion intof under strong stress in accented languages.
Such conversion often takes place in Turkish; for

example, silah dar in Persian (which is ahighly accen
ted language) becomes zilifdar in Turkish . In the lan
guages of India, on the other hand, in spite of the fact

that the aspirate is usually very clearly sounded, the

word qahvâh is pronounced kaiva by the less edu
cated classes, owing to the syllables being equally
stressed.

Virendranath Chattopàdhyàya.


